
December 16, 2019 
 
OIL SANDS INFORMATION BULLETIN 2019-08 
 
Subject: Maximum Production Capacity 
 
Alberta Energy would like to clarify information related to the maximum production capacity of approved 
Oil Sands Royalty Projects. The specifics are described in this Information Bulletin. 
 
Pursuant to section 11(4)(e) of the Oil Sands Royalty Regulation, 2009 (OSRR’09), the maximum 
production capacity of the Project must be specified when a Project is approved.  The Project’s maximum 
production capacity is set at a level the Minister considers appropriate for the Project at the time a royalty 
approval or royalty amendment is granted, and generally takes into account any production limitations 
that exist in the AER scheme approval(s) that authorize the development, as well as the economic forecast 
provided by the operator in their royalty application. Should an operator forecast that the maximum 
production capacity may be exceeded it is recommended that the operator contact Alberta Energy to 
determine whether an amendment application may be required.  
 
Consequences of exceeding Maximum Production Capacity 
 
The maximum production capacity is stated in terms of a daily production amount, calculated on an 
annual average basis. If in a given calendar year, the maximum production capacity stated in the royalty 
approval is exceeded, one possible consequence may be to trigger section 17(2)(d) of the Oil Sands Royalty 
Regulation, 2009, which states that if there is a breach of any term or condition in a royalty approval, that 
royalty approval may be revoked. A more likely consequence would be that any costs relating to the 
production that exceeds the maximum production capacity, including any capital costs for expansion and 
any operating costs relating to the excess production, as deemed by the Minister, may be ineligible in the 
existing approval. Should an operator claim these costs in end of period statements of the existing 
approval, Alberta Energy may deny the costs upon completion of an audit. Since end of period statements 
are typically audited several years after the production year has concluded, limitations on historic costs 
may result in it being too late for an operator to claim the costs as part of an amendment application to 
expand the maximum production capacity. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that operators consult 
with Alberta Energy any time they anticipate their project production will exceed the maximum 
production capacity of their royalty approval, and Alberta Energy can provide guidance as to whether an 
amendment application is required.  
 
Questions regarding this Information Bulletin may be directed to: 
 
Manfred Pade  
Director, Project Applications and Compliance, Oil Sands Operations Branch 
Energy Operations Division 
Phone: (780) 644-1567 
Manfred.Pade@gov.ab.ca  
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